1834 - This is the year that Thomas Davenport, a Vermont native, created the first useful electric motor.\(^1\) This may come as a shock to many because despite its early beginnings, the relevancy of electric vehicles (EVs) in society has only increased recently. EVs did not gain traction in earlier years largely due to how their bulky lead-acid batteries provided drivers with less range than petrol-powered alternatives, which was concerning due to the uncertainty of recharging resources.\(^2\) However, in November of 2021 in the United States, EVs were successfully put on everyone’s radar when President Biden’s bipartisan EV infrastructure plan passed in the House of Representatives.\(^3\)

**The American Plan**

This bill dedicated $7.5 billion to the creation of 500,000 EV charging stations throughout the nation, and especially in low-income and rural communities.\(^4\) Investing in EV infrastructure is a necessity if the US is to act in consistence with the 2015 Paris Climate Accord because, on average, 54.5% of consumers require public charging in order to buy EVs and by the end of 2021, there was a concerning ratio of more than 20 EVs per charging point in the United States; to put this in perspective, there is a ratio of .0021 traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles per gas pump in the US.\(^5,6,7\)

In this way, the bill has promoted the adoption of electric cars for everywhere and everyone, paving the way for 50% of US auto sales to be EVs by 2030 and a zero-emission future.\(^8\)

Non-governmental organizations/companies are also helping to expand the EV charging network in the United States. For example, Tesla and Volkswagen have their own charging networks, and General Motors (GM) is now adding 2,000 DC fast chargers to its 3,250 traditional chargers that it is currently installing.\(^9\) These new chargers are incredibly useful since, on average, they can charge to 80% of an EV’s battery in around 20 minutes while even level 2 AC chargers – which are what most public charging stations are right now – take around 3 hours.\(^10\) GM will be building these new charging stalls along US highway truck stops and travel centers. Thus, the usefulness of DC charging capabilities will be greatly expanded for long-haul truckers and road-trippers, i.e., users who value on-the-go, speedy charging. Furthermore, the work that GM is doing benefits all EV drivers, as its charging stations can be used with any model of EVs up to 350kW charging power compatibility; Tesla charging stations, on the other hand, can only be used for Teslas.

The transition to EVs in the United States is not as simple as increasing accessibility to consumers. On the supply side, there has been some bumps in the road, specifically when it comes to mineral availability. Currently, China controls around 80% of the world’s processing and refining of materials such as lithium, cobalt, and nickel, all of which are necessary in creating electric car batteries.\(^11\) To reduce energy dependence on competing nations, the Biden administration has recently started discussions of using $3.1 billion to help domestic production of EV batteries. This will be necessary to not only improve material processing systems, but to also afford lithium, which has seen a 434% year-to-year price spike, and nickel which has seen more than a 14% year-to-year price spike.\(^12\)

**Okay wait – let’s go over some basics**

There are essentially four types of EVs: battery electric (BEV), hybrid electric (HEV), plug-in hybrid (PHEV), and fuel cell electric (FCEV).\(^13\)
As the name insinuates, hybrid electric vehicles use both an internal combustion engine and a battery, which powers the motor and can be charged using a socket if it is a PHEV. The battery is the first source of energy for these types of cars and when they are empty, the internal combustion engines kick in. Because PHEVs use electricity to charge their batteries instead of the engine, they are more efficient than HEVs. However, BEVs are the most efficient when comparing these three types of EVs. FCEVs are a bit more complex than these other options, but they are the cleanest. By using fuel cell technology, the car itself creates electricity to power the vehicle by converting the fuel’s chemical energy into electric energy. As such, it is a true “zero-emission vehicle.” Though they are more expensive to run than a BEV right now, this relationship will reverse within the next 10 years as fuel cell system and hydrogen costs decrease and manufacturing technology improves.\textsuperscript{14} In fact, China has an even more expedited timeline with an FCEV’s total cost of ownership being lower than a BEV’s by 2028.

Unfortunately, there are costs associated with BEVs and FCEVs, despite how they are helping create a zero-emission world. Mining one ton of lithium requires around 500,000 gallons of water; the average EV battery requires 10 kg of lithium or about 5,512 gallons of water per EV.\textsuperscript{15, 16} Such a situation is devastating in areas of the world that have decreasing amounts of water. For example, in Salar de Atacama, Chile – a part of the Lithium Triangle in South America – loses 65% of its water due to lithium mining, forcing locals to find water elsewhere.\textsuperscript{15} To make matters worse, mining may require toxic substances such as hydrochloric acid and lithium-ion EV batteries rarely get recycled properly; both situations pose a threat to environment contamination/pollution. However, while EV batteries require more cumulative energy demand than regular car batteries, fossil fuel emissions for gas-powered cars are more than double the average of all types of electric cars.\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, the environmental cost that EVs pose is well acknowledged and trying to be solved. The future is still bright when realizing that friendlier and more accessible alternatives such as salt, iron, liquid batteries are being looked into.\textsuperscript{15}

**Key Players**

As of 2021, the EV market was valued at $411.02 billion with a CAGR of about 19.2% for the six-year period of 2021-27.\textsuperscript{18}

Currently, the Asia Pacific market holds the largest market share in this space and continues to outpace other regions in growth. Due to its established supply chain, consumer demand, and governments’ support, China is the world’s largest EV producer and user.\textsuperscript{19} In fact, China made almost 90% of the world’s EVs in 2021 and exported 500,000 of them.\textsuperscript{20} The Asia Pacific EV market also features prominent nations such as Japan and South Korea, with South Korea even exporting more than 300,000 EVs in 2021 and domestically selling more than 100,000. A lot of these sales were, in part, due to light truck sales. Fossil fuel trucks face great fees and restrictions so commercial EVs are in great demand.\textsuperscript{20}

Behind China and the Asia Pacific in the adoption of EVs lies Europe. Norway is currently leading this region, as it holds 64.5% of the European market for BEVs.\textsuperscript{21} However, there is promising growth spreading across the entire continent, with Romania making the greatest stride in recent years.

This graph illustrates how Romania has obtained 5.2% of the fully electric vehicle, or BEV, market – which is composed of 16 European countries – in 2021. Though Italy has the top market share when analyzing the plug-in vehicle sector, Italy is second in BEVs; however, this is only by 0.6%. Despite this, it is still clear to see that all of these countries have seen a spike in BEV sales in the past two years, allowing them to reach the level that current EV-leading European countries like Norway, Iceland, and Sweden experienced a few years earlier. If the 16 countries above follow suit, they too will see more than 10%
of new car buyers choosing BEVs soon.

The United States just recently experienced EVs being 5.6% of new car sales in Q2 of 2022.\textsuperscript{22} While the US, is still behind China and Europe, this is a major feat. This is because 5% is the point where EV sales skyrocket, as seen in Norway, China, and even South Korea. Thus, if the US follows a similar S curve EV adoption pattern, the US can have 25% of new car sales be EV by the end of 2025, giving them a bigger market share in the electric space. To give a better visual of S curve adoption here is a chart made by McKinsey & Company.\textsuperscript{23}

Though the data is outdated, the adoption pattern is accurate in that after a few years of only garnering attraction by early adopters, EV acceptance grows rapidly until the final states of the S curve.

Some key motor players in this field are Tesla, BYD, Toyota, Honda, and Volkswagen. These EV manufacturers are not popular in any one specific region but all over the world, allowing them to make a bigger impact than companies similar to Ford, which is more regional.\textsuperscript{24} For example, BYD is the largest EV automaker in China, but it services all throughout the world, making it the fourth-largest EV automaker on a global scale. BYD and the other companies listed focus most on passenger cars, which have the largest share in the global EV market. As such, the manufacturers are constantly working to innovate so that consumers can get the level of personalization and variety traditional gasoline cars offer. Honda envisions itself producing 2 million EVs a year by 2030 and hopes to launch 30 EV models by the end of the decade.

To make it an even better experience for passengers, Honda is joining Sony to create a new EV company with top-of-the-line technology and electronics.\textsuperscript{25} Of course, all of this comes at a cost, so it will be interesting to see how customers react to somewhat higher prices than they are used to for an average car and how manufacturers will answer. It is exciting that even car rental companies are making their mark in this new electric wave. Hertz recently announced that they are planning to buy around 65,000 EVs made by Volvo’s Polestar and 100K EVs from Tesla.\textsuperscript{26}

So, what about Emerging Markets?

Historically, emerging markets have taken somewhat longer to adopt new innovations that are growing elsewhere in the world. This is in part due to their lack of technology and infrastructure, but it is concerning since it will take a unanimous international effort in going electric to fight the effects of climate change. Emerging countries such as Thailand and Indonesia recognize this threat and are actively working to promote an EV future. In order to encourage EV purchases, in February of 2022, Thailand created an incentive package that included import duty reductions in a regressive manner and a cut in excise taxes for imported EVs by 6%.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, to spur domestic EV production, car and motorcycle manufacturers will receive subsidies on a per unit basis; the goal is to have 30% of all vehicles in Thailand be electric by 2030. Indonesia is also increasing its EV capacity, and its 2030 goal is to have produced 600,000 four-wheeled EVs and 2.45M two-wheeled EVs each year. Indonesia has a natural advantage when it comes to EVs.\textsuperscript{27} Nickel is a key component of EV batteries and make up almost 35% of EV production costs; since Indonesia is rich in nickel, it will have much less EV manufacturing expenses as a result. In fact, LG invested $9.8B into EV battery manufacturing in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{27} Furthermore, LG is working with Hyundai to make an EV battery plant in Indonesia, where Hyundai will be the first to create EVs in the country.

It is important to note that Thailand is an established industrial producer and carmaker and Indonesia; together, these factors make these countries uniquely more fit to take on electric mobility and capitalize on it. In addition, giant automotive exporters South Africa and Morocco are also making strides in the global mission to a zero-emission future through EVs. Unfortunately, other countries in emerging markets do not share these qualities or stature, making their EV future harder to attain. On the bright side, however, the International Energy Agency expects a 1218.2% increase in the number of EVs worldwide by the end of this decade.

In Norway - which is clearly ahead of other countries - the electric-vehicle disruption is inevitable.
Impact on Drivers
So, what makes an EV, an EV? The electric part, right? But why is electric attractive to a consumer, other than the fact that you would be helping out the environment, and it might feel like you are the captain of a futuristic Star Trek ship? What is in it for a regular driver?

Well, EV drivers are looking at much fewer costs as they relate to fuel and maintenance. The fuel component is based on how recent data shows that, on average, it costs a mere $1.41 per gallon-equivalent to drive an EV. To implement a differential diagnosis, this is 70% cheaper than the price per gallon for a traditional gasoline car! While this is an average metric, the disparity between gas and electricity rates is greatest in Washington where EV drivers will benefit from an 81% discount in costs. Consumers need not be worried of a loss in cost savings even as electricity demand rises. To decrease the power grid from becoming overwhelmed, states are thinking to introduce time-of-use (TOU) electricity rates that incentivize charging in off-peak hours, so charging one’s car overnight could save them around 30% on that charge. Increased use of renewable energy can also stabilize and lower costs. Utility companies that get a lot of their electricity from hydroelectric dams, wind turbines, and solar panels enable their state rates to fall below the national average. Consumers can even increase their savings by installing residential solar systems, since installation receives more than a 20% tax credit in most states until 2024, and charging thereafter is essentially free.

From a maintenance perspective, annual maintenance costs for an EV are also between 10 and 25 percent lower than for their gas-powered peers. This is the natural result of EVs having regenerative braking and fewer internal parts.

Another financial benefit of having electric vehicles actually comes from the US Government. If a consumer purchases an EV from a company that has sold less than 200,000 EVs, they are entitled up to a $7,500 federal tax credit. Such a credit can ease a buyer’s cost of entry because although moderately priced EVs cost $27,400 to $34,000, the average EV today is $54,000 upfront due to increased demand.

Impact on the Economy
EVs sound like a pretty sweet deal for an individual consumer, huh? We would be remiss, however, if we did not consider the effect on the economy as a whole.

For one, the economies would be positively impacted by consumer savings – derived from fewer costs associated with owning an EV – being reinvested into them. This economic stimulation would allow for job creation; more payrolls could be afforded. Jobs will also be created through the establishment of EV infrastructure. Building charging stations requires electricians, general contracting, planners, and designers. These stations will then need to be repaired/maintained by other electrical workers, and of course, administrative and legal staff will also be required. When considering the current Administrations goal of establishing 500,000 EV stations throughout the nation, assuming these are DC fast chargers, 28,950 job-years could be created from these aforementioned jobs. Even more jobs, such as retail, will also be created when accounting for how drivers need a pastime when waiting for their cars to charge. However, this could be seen in a negative light as there is already a disproportionate amount of job openings to job takers in the national labor market. If the gap between labor demand and supply continues to widen, the need for employees may create upward pressure for greater wage inflation, exacerbating current inflationary conditions.

Going electric can also decrease the nation’s oil dependency. Gas consumption has already decreased to 9 million barrels per day in 2H22. With a 2% increase in overall fleet fuel efficiency during this period, gasoline consumption growth has faltered further. As such, the increase in EV technology will create less of a need to import oil into the country. With decreased oil dependence on Canada, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Colombia, the US will be less vulnerable to instabilities in these said nations. This is a favorable byproduct of EVs because domestic consumers were hit hard by high gasoline prices earlier this year due to the Russia-Ukraine war. In addition, similar to how the transition to electricity will allow energy dollars to stay within US borders, internal states that outsource oil for transportation consumption – like Nevada – can also save energy dollars and stimulate their economies. State electricity rates will experience a downward pressure as EV charging shifts to off-peak demand periods. All electricity consumers in a state
– even non-EV owners – will be able to reap these savings from increased efficiency.

Future Implications
At this time, Europe is “expected to be the first region with plans to fully shift to EVs.” This is because the majority of countries in this region have said they will stop the sales of ICE cars in the next few decades. While the UK wants to have its vehicle market to have mostly EV sales by 2030, Norway wants to the same but by as soon as 2025. In the Asia Pacific, China and Japan have a slightly extended timeline but still plan to stop ICE sales by 2035. Moreover, China is working to fully ban diesel and petrol transportation by 2040.

In addition, when considering the emerging world of autonomous vehicles (AVs), it seems that the car industry as we know it has been changed forever. There are already two big names in this space: GM-backed Cruise and Alphabet’s Waymo. At the end March of 2022, Waymo finally started to let its AV fleet fully loose – meaning with no driver supervision – in the streets of San Francisco. Although this service was only open to Waymo employees from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M., it was still a big feat for the company that eventually wants a comprehensive robotaxi operation open to all and in complex locations. Of course, however, Cruise already secured a robotaxi permit for a large US city in February of 2022, allowing the company to offer fully AV rides to any passenger. More recently – in June – Cruise has even gotten the approval to now start charging its customers. For Cruise alone, there are expectancies of having more than one million AVs manufactured and $50 billion in revenues in 2030.

With such movement in the transportation space, it seems that the end of ICE vehicle sales is near and will be universal. It is not a stretch to predict that other governments may follow in China’s footsteps and eventually stop allowing the use of ICE vehicles. However, what does this mean for consumers who love a traditional car, the sound of a roaring engine, the ability to control it themselves, and want an interface that is not inundated with touchscreens and apps aplenty? Similarly, what happens to traditional Ubers and Uber drivers with the onset of robotaxis? Only time will tell. Until then, continue trusting Regions to keep you in the know and in the now.
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